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Dear Readers,

Letter from the Editor
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Chaco Canyon is the centre of a mysterious
culture of ancient astronomers.

Photo by Herbert Eisengruber
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TTHHEE SSCCIIEENNCCEE
OOFF EEMMOOTTIIOONNSS??



AlfredWatkins' earliest "Lay Lines" map from 1922.Was he on to
something? Many are convinced that there is more to the ancient sites than
commonly known. Source:Wikipedia.



The location of Heisterbach Abbey in Germany.
Map copyright Google Maps.



Top:The Abbey itself is in ruins today. Source
Wikipedia - Photo Stephan Mense
Right:The area is nice calm garden today
where visitors can relax. Photo: Herbert
Eisengruber



According to the legend, this is the portal monk Ivo stepped through to look for a strange bird.
When he stepped through the gate again, 300 years have past and he didn't recognize anyone
in the monastery anymore.Although I had my hopes up, nothing happened when I stepped
through :) Photo by Herbert Eisengruber



The monastery of Leyre in Spain.The place of another 300-year time
dilation mystery. Source:Wikipedia, photo: Geheimnistraegerin



A 1877 artists' depiction of UrashimaTaro by Ogata Gekko, Gekko zuihitsu



Time dilation explains why two working clocks will report different times after different
accelerations. For example, at the ISS time goes slower, lagging approximately 0.01 seconds
behind for every 12 earth months passed. For GPS satellites to work, they must adjust for similar
bending of spacetime to coordinate properly with systems on Earth.[1]



The stone circle of Oberdollendorf is right in sight of the Heisterbach Abbey and ysterious
castle of Drachenfels (Dragon-Rock) (Lower right). Could it be that the three are connected
by ancient forces we have yet to understand? Photos by Michaela and Herbert Eisengruber



The ArroyoVizcarra stone circles near the Monastery of Leyre in Spain.There are many
similarities between this area and the area around Heisterbach in Germany.
Source:Wikipedia, Unkown photographer.



The mythological "Tarasque".A "dragon" in the shape of a turtle.The
"creature" was known in southern France and Spain.Are there any
connections to the "turtle" in ancient Asian stories like the Japanese
story of UrashimaTaro? SourceWikipedia; Photo: Daniel71953







If you look for the Sundial Hill MedicineWheel, you won't find it coincidental. Only reachable via a
4x4 track, you can barely make out the main cairn on top of the hill marked in the yellow rectangle
below. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber



The Sundial Hill MedicineWheel from the air.The structure is at least 4500 years old and the original reason
for its construction is not known. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber

The MedicineWheel is nestled in a extraordinary landscape of grassland and
rolling hills. It's a windswept landscape. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber



The main Cairn of the MedicineWheel in Infrared light. Note the curious
"halo" around the cairn.We captured this anomaly with two different
cameras and lenses six years apart. Photos copyright Herbert Eisengruber

Researching the site with an Electromagnetic Radiation Meter.
Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber



Lower left:
The legend of the Star
People as it is explained in
the official displayed in the
"Writing on Stone"
Provincial Park in Southern
Alberta.

Lower right:
A typical native rock caving
in the "Writing on Stone"
Provincial Park. Many
carvings have an astronomic
connection like this one.The
carvings tie right into the
myths of the Star People.

The "Writing on Stone" Provincial Park in Southern Alberta is a highly interesting place.Among the stunning countryside and
within these rock formations called "Hoodoos" are thousands of native Canadian rock carvings which can be explored with
guidance of a park ranger.



Overview over Beacon Hill Park inVictoria, BC.The fenced area below contains
some of the most amazing megalithic remnants of North America.
Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber

The city of Victoria is the capital of British Columbia,
Canada. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber

The Royal BC Museum inVictoria houses a great collection
of Native Art. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber

Aerial view of the stone circle in British Columbia.
Photo by Michael Czajkowski and Andrew Okulitch.



Top and bottom: Megailthic Stone circles and Cairns stretch over a large area here in the park. Some of the
megaliths are semi-protected by a rudimentary wood fence, while others are completely open and unprotected in
the woods behind.These amazing artifacts require immediate protection and detailed scientific research.They are
sensational. Photos copyright Herbert Eisengruber



Interesting official sign in the Beacon Hill Park.
Photo by Herbert Eisengruber

Satellite view of the megalithic sites of Beacon Hill.
Image by Google Earth.



"The Man who fell
from Heaven".This
replica can be seen
in the Royal BC
Museum inVictoria.
Photo by the author.

The real carving ot the Man who fell from Heaven near
Prince Rupert, British Columbia. Unknown photographer.



TTHHEE CCOONNIICCHHEEAADDDDRREESSSS
MMYYSSTTEERRYY

The unique
anthropomorphic
figure of the Chilean
Museum of Pre-
Columbian Art.



Detail of the face of the unique figure from the collection of the Chilean Museum of Pre-Columbian Art and which - according to ProfessorVicente Pistilli - could
be a representation of the norse god "Odin".



Can it be just coincidence?The gods of the ancient traditions on a global scale have been represented with conical “headdresses”. a. K’terrnen, the “Man of
Light” of the esoteric tradition of the Háin of the Selk’nam ofTierra del Fuego in Chile (Photograph by Martin Gusinde, 1923). b.A Huastec-Aztec
representation of Quetzalcóatl as “Lord ofVenus”, bearing the Ocelocopilli, a symbolic attribute associated with the star of Venus (National Museum of
Anthropology of Mexico City). c. Representation of Brahma inTamil Nadu in South India (British Museum). d.The god Aton in his Karnak temple in Egypt
(Egyptian Museum of Cairo). e. Sculptural representation ofWotan/Odin with a conical helmet (Stockholm State Historical Museum).

a.AYamana with a ritual mask in the Kina ceremony, similar to the Háin of the Selk’nam. b. Koshménk, one of the spirits of the Háin selk’nam ceremony
(Photographs by Martin Gusinde in 1923 and 1922, respectively). c. Quetzalcóatl, the particular God of the Chulula.The figure of the mythical Quetzalcóatl
merges with that of theTula king-priest of theToltec era, Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcóatl who was light-skinned and bearded. Here it has been represented with a
conical headdress made of tiger skin and decorated with precious stones –the Ocelocopilli–, cape, shield, and carrying a curved knife (Illustration of the Codex
Ramírez by Juan deTovar known also asTovar Manuscript of approximately 1585). d.Ydolo particular of Tlaxcala.Tlaxcala is the “Place of the Corn Bread”.The
idol is a warrior deity wearing a conical headdress, the Xonecuilli or sacred scepter and a ceremonial shield (Illustration in the Codex Ramírez. Ca. 1585).



a, b. Sculptural representation of Quetzalcóatl-Xólotl in its double nature: Morning Star and Evening Star. He wears the Ocelocopilli, the symbol of the Celestial
Homeland,Venus. c. Quetzalcóatl asTlahuizcalpantecuhtli, that is the “Lord of the House of Dawn” (Venus). d.The only photograph of this missing sculpture of
Ehecóatl Quetzalcóatl (“Serpent ofWind”) discovered in Anenecuilco, Morelia, in Mexico.All these pre-Hispanic representations carry the conical headdress and
the rays emanating from their head.

Left: Representation of Ehécatl –god of the wind that precedes the rain– being one of Quetzalcóatl’s invocations. He was
represented with a buccal mask shaped like a bird’s beak and a beard-like motif was placed on the lower part of the mask.
Illustration in the History of the Indies of New Spain and Islands of Tierra Firme (1581) by Fray Diego Durán. Right:
Illustration of the Mocoví cacique of Paraguay with conical headdress according to the Jesuit Florián Paucke, made in the 16th
century.



Left: Illustration of an Andean elongated skull unborn. PlateVI of the Peruvian Antiquities (1851) by Mariano Eduardo de Rivero and Johann Jakob vonTschudi.
This record evidences the fact that not all elongated skulls were artificially developed. Right:Various types of artificial cranial deformation developed in South
America as an evocation of the primordial race of the continent.

Dolichocephalic types of elongated of skulls of Tiahuanaco
(Regional Archaeological Museum ofTiwanaku).

Top left and middle: Elongated skulls of Tiahuanaco,
Bolivia.

Top right and lower left: Elongated skulls from
Paracas, in the Ica Region of Peru.



Top: Giant statue of the nativeWest-
Coast culture in British Columbia,
Canada, Photo by Herbert Eisengruber

Below:Traditional headdresses of the
Mi'kmaq culture in Nova Scotia, East
Coast of Canada.

Right and below: Conic Headdresses in
theTibetan culture of Asia.The image
below shows the young Dalai Lama.

An example of the ancient
Egyptian queen Nefertiti.
Here with (Top) and without
(Right) headdress. Images
sources:Wikipedia.

Top:
The "Golden
Hat of
Schifferstadt", a
Bronze-Age
artifact found in
Germany.
SourceWiki,
Photo DerHexer

Right:Traditional
headdress of
the Saami
people of
Finland.







The stunning architecture of the Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City.
Photo by Herbert Eisengruber
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